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Abstract:
Local currencies (LCs) are seen as a means of achieving greater local economic and environmental
sustainability by keeping value circulating locally. However, there is weak evidence regarding their
success on this score, not least because their achievement of scale is rare. There is rather more
evidence that their social dynamics and role as “moral money” constitute their main appeal to users.
Given the recent promotion of LCs in the UK as a step towards low-carbon economies, this presents
an apparent contradiction since, in order to break out of their niche and reach scale, their promoters
need to go beyond their proposed economic impacts to understand the incentives and reasoning
involved in adopting and using them. We therefore employ realist evaluation to examine the
adoption pathways of Bristol Pound (B£) users, the UK’s largest LC. We find that Bristol’s identity as a
centre of alternative culture is a key context for adoption. Within this the values, image and identity
of the B£ as alternative, along with the social networks that identify with these values, produces a
nexus of potential users for the B£. At the same time, these factors also create strong boundaries to
its use constraining the currency to a niche of ideologically committed and motivated users. The
analysis also shows how even for some of these users shopping habits and financial security constrain
use. Critically, these findings highlight the bind that LCs have to address if they are to reach scale and
the economic impact to which they aspire.
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1

Introduction

A recent wave of currency innovations has been promoted as a result of the Transition Network in
the UK seeking to move to economies that can achieve greater sustainability in terms of low carbon
futures. The Bristol, Brixton, Totnes, Lewes and Stroud pounds have all presented themselves as a
means to promote the circulation of money through the local economy in order support independent
businesses and create an enhanced local multiplier effect which will be both economically and
environmentally more sustainable. Of these the Bristol Pound (BP) has achieved a much larger scale
than its sister currencies and is the largest in the UK. In 2016 it had some 2000 members – that is
people and businesses who had an online account - with over B£2m traded electronically through its
Text2Pay system which operates through SMS technology. It is therefore important to examine in
greater depth what has led to its adoption and use if other local currencies are to learn from its
success.
This paper presents findings from a research project undertaken in 2016 to assess the social
dynamics of adoption and use of the Bristol Pound. The methodology used was Realist Evaluation
(RE) which examines the theory of change proposed by an intervention and assesses how users’
behaviour relates to this theory of change. For impact on the local economy to be achieved, people
must first join, then use and gradually increase their use of the currency in order to expand the
amount of value circulating locally. Realist evaluation brings a focus on the reasoning that users – or
non-users - give for their use or non-use. While much of the literature on community currencies
addresses their social impacts, it pays rather little attention to the proposed theory of change or the
causal pathway experienced by users to examine the relationship between that held by the
intervention and that held by the user’s themselves. The approach therefore offers insights to CC
practitioners which may help them to improve their operations.
The paper proceeds as follows. The next section gives an overview of the evaluation literature in
relation to community currencies with a focus on local currencies. We then introduce the
methodology of Realist Evaluation before introducing the research undertaken. The next section
discusses findings and then we conclude.
Before proceeding it is useful to give a little background on the operation of the B£. The B£ operates
on an exchange rate with the sterling pound at par and in two forms: as physical notes and in
electronic form. While the physical form of notes is generally well understood, its operation in
electronic form is one of the first of its kind in the UK. Members who adopt this mode of use have to
set up two accounts at the Bristol Credit Union: first a pound sterling account and second a Bristol
Pound account. They can then convert funds into B£ by moving funds from their sterling BCU
account into the B£ account. Spending these is achieved through sending a text message to the BCU
when a purchase is made which effects a transfer from the account to the account of the recipient
also held at the BCU. There is also a smart phone app which allows this to be done and offers a range
of other information about B£ outlets, however the text message system makes it possible from any
mobile phone.
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Community currencies and local currencies: use and impact

Community currencies (CCs) introducing parallel or new monetary systems or modalities of exchange
are introduced by NGOs and civil society groups in an endeavour to nurture exchange systems that
promote ‘sustainable development’ and broadly are seen as offering the potential to create change
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via three pathways : economic, environmental and social (Seyfang & Longhurst, 2013).1
The economic pathway theorises a number of dimensions (Seyfang & Longhurst, 2013). First, CCs are
expected to operate as tools for building local value and preventing leakage so fuelling localised
economic activity and creating a local multiplier. Second, these schemes may offer means of valuing
and recognition of a non-market economy of informal work, including for example skills exchange.
Third, they can act as a means for those who are financially excluded to access goods and services.
Additionally, they allow or facilitate trade amongst local businesses who are seen as more loyal to
local communities.
The social pathway is for many the primary objective. CC schemes can reward neighbourly support,
build community and trust; enable participation by excluded social groups; and signal the value of
skills outside the labour market.
Finally, the environmental pathway suggests a contribution to sustainable development through: a
reduced ecological footprint as a result of more localised consumption; facilitation of resource
sharing and reuse; meeting the psychological needs of people for recognition, belonging, and selfesteem through social interaction rather than consumption also lowers the carbon footprint; ways to
directly support pro-environmental behaviour and the potential to support development of new
green technology.
Seyfang and Longhurst’s (2013) international scoping survey classifies 3418 schemes into four types.
First are service credits, for example, time banks, which were some 50% of the total of schemes and
whose aim is primarily to build social capital, and create social inclusion and cohesion. Second,
mutual exchange schemes such as LETS (Local Exchange Trading Schemes) which constituted 41% of
the total and which aim to support local spending and encourage import substitution, but whose
biggest impact tends to occur through their impacts on social networks. Third are local currencies
such as the Bristol Pound, which were a small proportion at 7% of the total and which aim to increase
local economic activity and support local business. Finally, they identify a category of barter markets
which are a hybrid of local currency and mutual exchange, which constitute some 1% of schemes.
The category particularly applies to schemes developed in Argentina at the time of the financial crisis
in the late 1990s the aims of which were to foster solidarity, economic security and promote
environmentally friendly behaviours.
The literature indicates that most schemes have operated at a very limited scale. Timebanks and
LETS are likely to have a maximum of about 200 active members and usually have less than 100. The
Ithaca Hours scheme which is one of the most famous and was one of the longest running and most
successful (Jacob, Brinkerhoff, Jovic, & Wheatley, 2004) peaked at 2000 users and 300 businesses in
the mid-1990s but reported 800 listed and 120 active users in 2002. Their average user was middle
aged, well educated, of modest income, married with two children and most likely to be selfemployed. Jacob et al’s evaluation indicates that 76% reported that it improves quality of life by
allowing one to “help people” and make friendships, i.e. it offered a means of community building as
a basis for economic exchange. On the other hand, 41% said it increased ability to access goods and
services. Jacobs et al conclude that such schemes have “symbolic value far beyond their economic
potential” (p55).
One of the few cases where such currencies have operated at significant scale is in the course of the
Argentinian financial crisis of 1999-2002. Barter networks in response to the urgent need to
1

Of course parallel monetary systems may also arise in many other circumstances eg the use of the US dollar whether officially decreed or not - in Argentina, Zimbabwe or Somaliland; the introduction of barter systems
when official currencies collapse (as in Germany in the 1920s) and so on.
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exchange goods in the midst of economic decline and then crisis (Pearson, 2003). This illustrates the
extent to which scale is the exception rather than rule in these initiatives.
North reports that the new wave of Transition inspired currencies are seeking to scale up by including
businesses (North, 2014). This can help businesses without local credentials to identify themselves
but he indicates that they can struggle if transaction values are small and margins are low. In the
case of the Berkshares scheme (Great Barrington, Massachusetts) he reports that much of what is
sold is not locally produced and so businesses took a hit because discounts offered to promote the
currency could result in losses. He concludes that such schemes involve tensions and that it is
difficult to align the interests of businesses and activists. There is also a need to identify what can be
produced and consumed locally.
A recent systematic review of the literature on the impacts on the four types of schemes cited above
and across the three main areas of economic, social and environmental impacts makes somewhat
sobering reading (Michel & Hudon, 2015). Summary tables of the findings are presented in Figure 1.
It is important to note that this study does not assess the methodologies of the studies reviewed, nor
does it report the scale of impacts. The tables below simply summarise whether the studies
indicated that there were positive impacts in relation to specific aspects of schemes. Given that the
B£ is a local currency scheme, we are most interested by the results in the ‘LC’ column. These
suggest that across the studies of 10 LC schemes the most reported impact was improvement in
quality of life in terms of standards of living (reported in 6 studies); followed by promoting local
economy activity (5). At the same time the studies suggest no significant impact on the local
economy (5). Impacts such as increasing member income, support to local businesses, improved
employability and access to otherwise unaffordable goods and services were reported in less than
half of these schemes.
When it comes to social impacts, 6 studies reported on these with all 6 reporting some improvement
in terms of community building, 5 reporting expanded social networks, 4 reporting improved social
relationships and 3 increased trust. Further social impacts in terms of increased self-confidence,
wellbeing and social support were less reported.
The findings on environmental impacts are very few as schemes have actually rarely been evaluated
in these terms.
This study therefore suggests that LC’s social impacts, in terms of community building, are in fact the
strongest outcomes of schemes that are primarily directed towards addressing aspects of the way
the economies function. This is similarly the case across all the types of community currency scheme
categories. It is unsurprising then that Blanc concludes that after 25 years of experimentation, these
schemes “still face the major challenge of establishing their legitimacy on a permanent basis” (Blanc
2010:326).
How then are such apparently weak results in terms of economic impact and more positive results
for social impact to be explained?
The literature notes that such schemes have life cycles. Blanc (2010) writes that schemes frequently
proliferate across countries and have rapid adoption rates for 5-6 years which then slows and is
followed by disintegration. The initial attraction, enthusiasm and growth rise to a peak after which
there is decline to a stable core of users (Evans, 2009).
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Figure 1: Impact summaries: economic, social and environmental

Source: Michel and Hudon, 2015
The motivations for joining can be classified as threefold (Collom, 2005). First, economic in that users
hope to use the scheme instrumentally to improve their standard of living. Second, users may see
the social value of a scheme and as a way to create a sense of identity. Third, they might join because
it supports their values and ideology.
In his study of time banks, Collom found that joining was often primarily economically motivated to
find ways to expand purchasing power and followed by acting on personal convictions. The life cycle
of schemes is then created because while economic benefits are rarely realized (Evans 2009), social
benefits are appreciated by users. Those who stay are then those for whom the social benefits are
important and sufficient, and this tends to be the better educated and those who are less in need of
them!
The available literature on local currency schemes that are most similar to the Bristol Pound is
limited. Graugaard (2012) studies the Lewes Pound, which was operating at a very small scale in
2009. It was found to have very small and limited economic impact with some impact on
consumption patterns. Participation was understood by users as a “political act”, identifying them
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with a “wider consciousness”. In terms of environmental impact, although food was the main local
niche in which it was spent, there did not appear to be a direct impact on sourcing.
The Stroud Pound was viewed as a research tool to find out how the local economy works (Cato &
Suarez, 2012). In 2010 after 1 year of operation, Stroud£10,000 had been exchanged involving 180
consumers and 44 outlets. Cato and Suarez reported that although some businesses had started to
think differently about their supply chains, local supply chains could not support the major economic
activities in the town. They conclude that it is therefore necessary to unite LCs with economic niches.
Cato and Suarez contrast this with the experience of regionally based schemes in Germany where a
higher degree of solidarity amongst users and a greater volume of local production facilitates supply
circuits.
There is very little published evidence available on the Brixton Pound. One of the few publications
(New Economics Foundation, 2015) describes it as a “cultural tool”, indicating that it has created
loyalty to business, contributed to people’s attachment to place and offered new ways for businesses
and users to transact.
Turning to regional schemes in Germany, one of the largest of these is the Chiemgauer, within which
Thiel (2012) reports spending of 100-400 Regiogeld monthly per user, producing an annual turnover
equivalent to Euro 4m – a “business volume [that] is negligible” (p94). However, Gelleri (2009)
calculates that this small volume nevertheless produces a local multiplier which is three times that of
the Euro economy. Thiel on the other hand stresses the moral symbolism of sacrifice which makes it
a “moral money”. The sacrifice is in the form of an imposed charge on exchanges in and out of the
currency. Thiel suggests that it offers a quality criterion of ethicality in shopping - people become
moral themselves – and can become a community of “better” people (p94). Furthermore and that
they are able to impose this behaviour on others through gifts, although Thiel finds that it dispersed
through existing social networks rather than creating new ones. Moreover, consumers use it if it is
consistent with their individual attitudes and its functionality meets their shopping needs. The
Regiogeld also has multiple meaning for its users – they can interpret it as supporting a more
conservative local protectionist ideology or as a means of resisting globalization. Interestingly Thiel
notes that it cannot be too practical and efficient in its operations as this would undermine its
morality!
To conclude, the literature suggests that take up of LCs and their sustained use is strongly driven by
morality and ideology, such that local currencies can operate as “moral money” that is symbolic and
meaningful.2 On the other hand, where motivations to join are rooted in perceptions of economic
benefit for users, participants have tended to be disappointed. It is the better off who can afford to
continue to participate in the schemes, backed by their ideological convictions and ability to engage
in ways that give them social benefit. Indeed it is not clear how LCs can directly offer tangible
economic benefits to users3. Moreover, those schemes that are primarily targeted at producing
social benefits are mutual exchange and service credit systems which are often targeted to
marginalized groups and which operate by staying small, in comparison to LCs whose impact can only
be achieved by achieving scale.
The relative success in terms of scale of the B£ to date raises the question as to whether it has
successfully produced a combination of social and ideological dynamics which are in fact propelling
its use to scale in a way that may enable the economic impact to become evident, so breaking out of
2

The anthropological research on money, value and exchange and the meaning associated with exchange
systems is of course extensive ranging from the circulation of gifts in the work of Mauss and Malinowski to
more recent work on new digital currencies and e-money (Maurer, 2006, 2012).
3
Of course promoters and businesses may offer discounts and similar incentives, but these are not a product of
the LC mechanism per se.
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the bind other LCs have found themselves in. We turn to realist evaluation as a means to explore
this question.

3

Methodology

3.1

Realist Evaluation

The evaluation methodology used for this research is Realist Evaluation (RE) (Pawson & Tilley, 1997).
While much evaluation focuses on assessing the nature and extent of the outcomes that occur from
projects and schemes, RE focuses on identifying the causal mechanisms that produce outcomes and
which therefore actually enable programmes to work. In this way it recognises that it is not the
intervention itself that causes change but the response of people to the intervention. Their response
to the intervention is the result of their reasoning, which is also shaped by the norms and beliefs they
may hold. It is the way in which the intervention (programme activities) triggers these that leads to
the actual outcomes of the programme in terms of behaviour and use of the intervention to create
change (Figure 2). The reasoning, norms and beliefs that produce the response to the intervention
are not observable and lie at a ‘deeper’ level of the social system than the observable outcomes.
Hence the outcomes arise in a particular context as a result of the mechanism that they trigger
(Figure 3) and are termed Context – Mechanism – Outcome configurations (CMOs). 4
As figure 1 demonstrates, a critical point of this analysis is to recognise that the context of an
intervention matters and hence to recognise that the mechanisms that trigger people to respond to
the intervention are context specific interactions which may affect different people in different ways.
An assumption of RE is that it is necessary to gain insight and understanding of the context in order
to understand which mechanisms are triggered. By exploring the causal mechanisms in this way, RE
offers a means of understanding not only whether interventions work but why they work. This is
particularly important and useful for understanding whether interventions may in fact operate in
other contexts and whether programmes may be scaled up. In summary, RE asks the questions: ‘how
and why does this work and/or not work, for whom, to what extent, in what respects, in what
circumstances and over what duration?’ (Westhorp, 2014, p. 4).
Figure 2: The relationship between context, mechanisms and outcomes in realist evaluation

Source: (Wong, Westhorp, Pawson, & Greenhalg, 2013, p. 9)
4

While realist evaluation is exploring the reasoning of users as mechanisms that trigger their action, complexity
analysts would consider that the results of this action may then set off and be related to wider or meso level
effects which involve another level of mechanisms (Room, 2016).
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Figure 3: Mechanisms connect contexts to outcomes

Source: (Storchi & Rasulova, 2016)
In the case of a scheme such as the B£, we can propose that there is a causal chain of events that
needs to happen for the intervention to have an impact. The impact of the B£ is expected to arise as
a result of adoption of the B£ and its use to create a vibrant circulation of funds through the local
economy. To achieve this, people and businesses must join the scheme and use it. Indeed they must
see the value in it over time in a way that encourages them to expand their use of it. Thus the
pathway to impact (or theory of change) is as per figure 3. People and businesses join the scheme,
having joined it they start to use the currency, spending B£ as individuals and receiving and spending
them as businesses. Their experience then leads to greater use over time and to the impacts on
them that they hope for as a result participating in the scheme. At each stage of this impact pathway
we can propose that there are mechanisms at work which are triggered in particular contexts and
which enable the next outcome along the chain to occur. The research sets out to analyse the
contexts and mechanisms which lead the outcome chain to be realised in practice.
Figure 4: The outcome to impact chain for the B£

Realist evaluation involves gaining an in-depth insight into the reasoning of users for their actions, as
this is what gives insight into the contexts and mechanisms that are at work. For this reason
qualitative research using semi-structured interviews was undertaken. This offered scope for an indepth exploration with users of their approaches and reasoning for use of the B£. A copy of the
interview guide is at Annex 1.

3.2

Sampling

In order to examine the variety of reasons that people have for using the B£ and the way the impact
pathway operates, we focused on existing members of the scheme. The intention was to ensure
that we were able to interview people with different levels of use so transactional data on the use of
the Text2Pay system from the BCU was captured anonymously for the year from beginning of April
2015 to end March 2016. Transactions on these accounts were then examined.
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The transactions data was on 1753 accounts of whom 617 had actually spent the B£ in the 12 months
to 31st March 2016. The distribution of use is given in table 1, which shows that some 65% of
members did not use the electronic system at all in the previous year. The highest level of use was
B£40,000. This and the second highest user are excluded from the graph below for which the highest
value is over B£8000. The median user is spending B£226 over the year. This amounts to just over
B£4 per week. Splitting actual users at this median means that half of the users are below this cut
off and half are above and we term these low and high users respectively.
Table 1: Use of Text2Pay April 2015 - March 2016
Number

%

No use

1136

64.8

Low <B£226 per year

309

17.6

High >B£226 per year

308

17.6

1753

100

In order to ensure representation of each of these three groups of high, low and no use, we pursued
a quota sampling strategy within these groups. Members were assigned a random number and the
membership list was then sorted from high to low to give a random ordering. Members were called
on the telephone and a screening set of questions was asked about their use including their estimate
of their monthly usage, and proceeding to a few questions of interest to the B£ in the eventuality
that they did not wish to participate in the research or did not fit the quota sample. They were
invited for an interview if their use level fitted the category. The original plan was to use quota
sampling and contact eight users in each category giving a total of 24 interviewees.
Figure 5: Distribution of B£ use (total over 12 months) for those who used it (excluding top two
users)
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For the purposes of asking customers on the phone, we approximated the median user to B£5 per
week asked about weekly use with the following categories: (i) nothing – I rarely use it; (ii) up to 5 per
week; (iii) more than 5 per week.
98 members were called with three attempts being made per member. 52 people actually answered
the call and 40 of these agreed to answer the questions over the phone. In practice we achieved 15
interviews within the time available for the research. These were distributed:
Table 2: Response rates
Agreed to answer
screening questions

Agreed to be
interviewed

Actually
interviewed

No use

24

7 (29%)

5

Low <B£226 per year

8

4 (50%)

3

High >B£226 per year

8

7 (88%)

7

40

18 (45%)

15

Table 2 shows the differential response rates by category: 7 out of 24 in the no use category - i.e.
29% - agreed to be interviewed, however issues of availability meant that 5 interviews were
eventually completed. This compares to 4 out of 8 in the low use category (50%) leading to 3 actual
interviews; and 7 out of 8 (88%) in the high user category. There is clearly therefore a much higher
responsiveness among high users. The quota sampling approach was in principle therefore justified
even though the quotas were not in fact filled. Despite these low response rates the depth of the
interviews has enabled the analysis to generate a multiplicity of mechanisms which triangulate with
each and allow credible generalisations.
Respondents were interviewed at a venue of their choice – usually in cafes. Interviewees were
informed that they were able to withdraw from the interview at any time, or subsequently contact us
to inform us of withdrawal if they wished to do so. Interviews were recorded with the respondent’s
permission and later transcribed. In what follows, interviewees are identified by a code related to
their level of use codes; the 100 series are non-users; 200 series are low users and 300 series are high
users.
Analysis was undertaken using an excel spreadsheet. Text related to the outcomes of interest –
joining, spending, increasing spending and impacts - were identified and copied into a coding sheet
in excel with codes to identify the nature of the contexts and reasons given that related to each
outcome. Material related to specific outcomes was then further coded to create a consolidated set
of coding prior to writing up.
It is important to recognise with qualitative research on small samples that the purpose is to analyse
the variety of responses that are forthcoming and in the case of RE to detail the mechanisms and
reasoning that respondents present. Responses - even if they are from one respondent – are
indicative of how people think about and act in relation to the intervention. Of course, others may
act very differently, the purpose of the analysis is therefore to seek to draw from these insights
across the sample to suggest patterns of behaviour in relation to the B£.

4

Findings

The findings are organised around the stages of the adoption pathway outlined in Figure 3 above,
which represents the implicit theory of change of the programme. We discuss each stage in turn.
12

Table 3: CMO configurations for joining, spending, not spending, shifting spend, increasing spend and not increasing spend
Outcome
Context
Mechanism
Join B£
Where:
... people understood the as a way to enact their values of supporting small
- Bristol has a character of being independent and and independent businesses and to lock funds into this economy in contrast
alternative
to what the globalized corporate economy represents
- Bristol has a variety of small and independent
...they saw it as a way to increase the sustainability of the local economy
businesses
... they saw it as a way of identifying with Bristol's character
- there is concern about the way in which the
...they were content to practice confirmation bias as to its value in
economic system operates in its profit-seeking
supporting the local economy
and large-scale corporate character
..and some identified it as being "quirky"
- there are networks of people involved in
... people in their social networks encouraged them to join (peer pressure)
alternative initiatives and organisations
... they saw it as a way to get involved, make friends and have fun
- there is increasing awareness and acceptance of ... they saw it as being easy to move their spending into it
mobile phone based payment technologies
...the T2P technology was appealing for its ease and convenience
Spend B£
Where:
...they shared its values and beliefs (ideology)
- there are shared values around Bristol's
....they were encouraged by their networks and it supported their sense of
character; belief in strengthening the local
community in those networks
economy; desire to support local and
... it helped them direct spending to the independent shops which added
independent busiensses
value to their shopping by identifying it more clearly with their values
- people are in networks connected to the B£
...they enjoyed the sense of doing something "quirky"
- people already use independent shops and
...took advantage of the incentives to make tight budgets go further
these are convenient for them
...used it as a means to allocate funds to treats
- financial incentives are on offer
...felt it created an additional sense of enjoyment to their treat spending
-like the quirkiness of the B£
Text 2 pay:
- were financially secure
...people liked Txt2Pay as an electronic payment system and found it more
Text2pay:
convenient to use than cash
- people are familiar with electronic means of
....they found it helpful because transfering funds directed their spending
payment
towards the local economy
- they are not used to carrying multiple notes in
...they felt carrying multiple currencies was an effort
their wallets
Not
spending

Where:
- respondents experienced difficulties in signing

... technical difficulties deterred them from further using it
...they were ambivalent about its values
13

Outcome

Context
up
- the B£ is identified with Bristol's character as an
aspect its alternative culture and values
-they did not know other people using it
- there is a lack of promotion
- people live on low incomes and experience
financial hardship
- B£ shops are unevenly spread

Mechanism
...it was not at the forefront of their minds
...they were unable to commit funds from their budgets to limited uses
...they felt it was risky to leave funds in it
...they were not in the habit of shopping in independent shops
...found it difficult to shift thought shopping in independent shops was more
costly
...they had access to a limited range of shops to use it in

Shifting
spend to
independent
businesses

- strongly identified with the values of the B£
- had a regular transfer of funds into their B£
account

... the funds built up in their B£ accounts and were available to be spent
...spending B£ felt easier because it had already been allocated as spending
money
...they were likely to search out opportunities to spend the funds available
...spending B£ added value to their shopping experience

Increase B£
spending
over time

- strongly identified with the values of the B£
- there were new opportunities for spending

...they wanted to do more to support their values
...they were able to find places to spend them locally
...they were pleased that the council had also committed to supporting the
local economy by receiving them

No increase
in spending

Where:
- felt they have busy lives
- had a partner with whom they managed their
domestic finances
- felt they were financially constrained

...avoided the hassle of changing the amounts transferred into their B£
account
...avoided the hassle of engaging with paying council tax
...found their habitual shopping patterns convenient
...avoided complicating their household financial management arrangements
...felt they did not have the financial security to commit more funds to
limited uses
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4.1

Joining

The independent and alternative character of Bristol is a context that provides an explicit reasonfor
respondent’s participation in the B£.
Participants had a strong identification with living in Bristol and reported appreciating the city and
what it had to offer and the fact that they enjoyed living there. The reasons they gave included the
sense of community it has, as well as it being a creative and “arty” city. This creativity was also
identified as having a particularly innovative character - with the street art of Banksy being used to
illustrate this.
Bristol does induce a degree of loyalty. I don't know why. Before I came to Bristol I never even thought
about local issues particularly. You know? I was brought up in Oxford and I must say I don’t remember
any sort of particular attachment to the place. I305
I have been around the world a lot and lived in different places and I haven't felt at home as I did in
Bristol" … "It's the city itself. It's a green city and people care about that and a lot of investment goes
into that, you know trying to be the green capital over and over again, the fact that it is home to a lot
of artists and musicians, it is just a very arty place. 105
Joining the B£ was explained as a means of preserving Bristol’s identity as a place of difference.
Respondents were motivated to find ways to lock funds into this local context through the means of
converting funds into B£.
I thought it was a novel approach and it was almost like Bristol was saying you know we’re an
independent country we’re gonna have our own currency. (I102)
I like living in Bristol, it's a really good city. I wouldn't want to live anywhere else. I've lived there a
long time, I value it. So it's kind of a, you know, independent spirited, city …. I saw it as a way of
making a personal commitment to that and it's improvement. (I 201)
Views and values regarding the economic system: At the same time respondents tended to contrast
this view of Bristol’s character and the local economy of small and independent businesses with
concern about the global political and economic system illustrated by the 2008 financial crisis. In this
context, supporting the local economy was seen as a means of promoting resilience of that economy
and enabling resources to circulate locally.
I think it's really after the, after the .. financial crash, 2008, people began to wonder about money as
such and what actually happens to it and I think there were various attempts to try and keep money
in the local community and when I saw Bristol pound came out I thought it was a good idea. I102
So it’s about a circular economy, it’s about keeping money in Bristol rather than giving it to shareholders who don’t give a damn about Bristol or anywhere else. …the serious thing is about changing
the way the economy works because the economy at heart, the capitalist economy, is eating the very
fabric of the environment it relies on, so we go back to limits to growth erm, in 1972 and the work
from Rachel Carson…about a finite planet and we have to protect it well you have to change the
economy so that people understand the value of things, in a way they don’t at the moment, and
capitalist economies don’t want you to understand the value of things, certainly they don’t want you
to be able to trace where things come from. I304
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Independent businesses are a feature of Bristol’s alternative character and are seen as offering a
viable locally based economy. They offer diversity; the shopping streets do not all look exactly the
same, as in other cities.
… what I like about Bristol is that, I know it has Cribbs Causeway, but the actual high streets, apart
from Broadmead as well, are not made up of huge chains so I really want to support independent
business and keep the high streets to have a bit more identity about them instead of when you go to
Liverpool or Manchester or even like Cardiff or anywhere it's all the same shops, like there's no …
differences, … you don’t really get a flavour for … that city’s character from the high street which is
what I want to kind of keep in Bristol. (I303)
I really liked the idea of it and part of the reason why I really love living in Bristol is because of the sort
of the independent businesses here and you know the character of Bristol and how it’s really kind of
creative and it’s got a real sense of community I think, I find definitely in East Bristol there’s a really
good sense of community here so the idea of it sort of appealed to me. (I101)
The predominant reasoning around joining was the way that the B£ offered a means through which
respondents could enact their support of the character of Bristol at the same time as promoting the
local economic system, while also promoting the idea that funds could circulate within it to provide a
more local and potentially resilient economy in the face of rampant globalisation.
Well yeah because obviously I like the idea of something that holds the currency in the city and that
sort of thing and tries to keep the money flowing around it's much more there's much more small
businesses and things that obviously take it up and that's nice and things. I202
If I was paying with my visa card, that is not about Bristol, that's about large corporations … Whereas
this is something that … is run at the Bristol Credit Union along with the Bristol Pound it's… got that
whole idea of working with independent businesses and trying to build that part of the economy. .. it's
… short hand for … that approach. I301
The small and independent businesses are at the same time seen as being more sustainable and
ethical and hence supporting these is also a means of increasing the sustainability of the local
economy through what were perceived as the higher ethical standards of the independent sector
and reduced transport costs of keeping things local.
I was quite keen to sign up, mainly because with the ethos about supporting local businesses as much
as anything else then I was already doing that and I was quite keen to then have that whole locking
sort of funds into our local economy, do you know what I mean? ... I just prefer the money to go to
somewhere that was more ethical and sustainable. I306
… it creates a slightly different retail experience, there’s a kind of another dimension to it, which isn’t
there when it’s just about ordinary money, It’s like having a sort of sense of shared purpose, you know
we’re kind of, we’re both involved in supporting this, this local good thing… it puts ordinary grocery
shopping towards the category of beneficial shopping. I302
People expressed this analysis of the way a local currency supported the local economy and hence
the character of Bristol as something of a matter of faith. People remarked on the idea that
economists might make up the evidence that it is helpful, as well as recognising that users
themselves might also be the source of questions and doubts. As one respondent indicated "it is
quite complex, I think, to get your head around what the benefit of it is.” (I305). Others decided to
ignore negative opinions, arguing that it was unlikely to do harm and more likely to do good, so
working with a clear “confirmation bias”.
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These narratives are particularly insightful because they further indicate how the reasoning at work
in making decisions to join B£ is more clearly based on issues of ideology and conviction relating to a
particular understanding of the economy and its dynamics rather than on a need to be fully
convinced of the evidence for impact. Moreover, they offer an insight into a sense of aspiration and
possibility that there is potential for change in the system if enough people are involved – and that
users have their own theory of change of how the aggregate can be more than the sum of the parts.
But then I remember hearing this economist on the news and he was …just really cynical about it. He
was going, “oh the research indicates that it doesn’t keep money in the city, it doesn’t work like that”.
And he was really dubious about it. But so, so I sort of ignored him and just decided that it probably
would be helpful anyway. I203
…a sceptic might say ‘Oh, you know, they claim that it supports the local economy but does it really?
Do they have any figures to back this up?’ I imagine that they do, but I haven’t actually gone and tried
to dig them out and you know, find out exactly what’s going on there. I should say the other, okay the
other thing about Bristol pounds is, … there is another feedback which is that I get kind of regular
newsletters and so forth from the Bristol pound. …, which supports my feeling that this a, kind of good
thing and it’s doing good things.., without necessarily kind of sticking an accounting hat on and
saying ‘right okay, can we calculate the percentage benefit to the local economy?’… I don’t do that…it
doesn’t worry me. I’m sufficiently confident that it is a good thing. I’m certainly very confident it isn’t
a bad thing, I can’t imagine what harm I could possibly be doing by supporting it. … if somebody were
to come up with figures and prove that it’s a point 000000001% benefit to the local economy I might
think “is it really worth the effort?”, you know, but I don’t expect that to be the case, I’m kind of I’m
happy to continue in my confirmation bias, and believe the things that I started believing in the first
place, and believe the things that reinforce that view…. I302
At the same time for a couple of respondents the image of the B£ also appealed – it was seen as in
itself being alternative and in particular as having a level of “quirkiness” that was appealing to them
as something different and interesting to be involved with. This in part fits with the alternative
character of Bristol but is at the same time also a feature of the B£ in and of itself.
Social networks were a key feature in leading to people join. A number of respondents were people
who had friends, family and work colleagues who were in some way associated with the B£. Some
were involved in Transition Bristol and others were acquaintances of the founders of the project.
They were influenced to join because they had heard about it through these relationships,
particularly when it was being promoted early in its life at parties and events. It is notable that nearly
all of the high users interviewed were active in networks and associations that had a green or
environmental focus.
Others had joined in order to get involved, make friends and have fun. Some had a history of
community and voluntary activity while others were looking to get involved and have fun in the
community at the time the B£ was starting and therefore went along to their meetings.
Further reasons given for joining related to the fact that since users already had a habit of using
independent shops and so it would not be a difficult change for them to undertake.
Additionally the financial incentives offered at start up - of 5% added to the balance - made it
attractive to join.
Finally, technology was also cited as a reason for joining. In a context where there was increasing
use of mobile phones and growing understanding of their new role in payment systems, the
introduction of the B£ with the Txt2Pay technology was particularly appealing. It was seen as
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offering an easy way to pay rather than carrying cash, and being able to pay in small shops which did
not take cards.

4.2

Spending

This section considers the contexts and mechanisms that enable people to spend B£ after they have
joined. We consider three outcomes: first ongoing spending, but then not spending as this gives
further insight into what enables spending, followed by the reasoning and mechanisms which people
described regarding whether this spending had actually increased in the independent businesses
which the B£ is seeking to support.

4.2.1 Ongoing spending
Ten of the fifteen respondents had spent B£ over the previous year and five had signed up but were
not now using it. We identify the contexts and mechanisms that supported its ongoing use. Some of
the reasons behind spending B£ further expanded on the reasons for joining but additional reasoning
also became evident.
The underlying nexus of reasons explained in the previous section regarding joining is also relevant to
ongoing spending. That is, the identification with Bristol’s alternative character; an analysis of the
economic system and a belief that the B£ is a means of supporting the local economy; along with a
desire to support independent and local shops which were seen as being more fun and better
ethically for people and the environment in terms of the way they treat employees and source
products. Actively spending B£ is a means of supporting this identity and set of values.
And I … like what it represents … places I go to that use it, they just seem to be a certain type of place.
…they just seem a bit more ethical maybe…Yes I think it… it’s something to do with ethics, like I think
a certain way of spending money and what you believe in, in terms of keeping things local and maybe
being not too keen on big corporations. (I203)
At the same time those who were connected to other users of the B£ through their social networks
and community involvement were encouraged to use it as part of activities that they were involved
in or enjoyed using it with their friends. In other words it made them feel more a part of a
community.
Me and my friendship group all have the Bristol Pound account so we’ll often say why don’t we go to
this pub, why don’t we go to the Canteen or the Pipe and Slippers over a different pub like …. because
they’ve got the Bristol pound account we all know we’ve got cash there" (I303).
I feel it sort of adds to the community ethos of the place. … Yes. I think that’s sort of- Yes. I guess I sort
of feel I’m doing my bit for the community. I305
Image: At the same time the image of “quirkiness” explained above offered an ongoing sense of fun
to using the B£. But this image was also recognised as being related to a certain politics. Using B£
was described as alternative, and a “lefty thing to be doing. Alternative values were in this way
associated to the image that the B£ was connected to.
I think some people kind of think it is a kind of eccentricity, well I guess I have to go along with that I
don’t see that as a bad thing. Ah.., you know, it's a kind of maybe quaint would be a way of describing
it is sort of, you know, at the end of the day you are putting in a little more effort physically and
emotionally into that investment in your local area….."You know, it’s mad money, fun money. I201
I suppose it is quite a lefty thing to be doing …I dunno what I mean by that. What seems to be similar
minded people that well that have gone into it, I think it could be so much more, and I think a lot
more people would get behind it if they knew the benefits. I303
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As in the case of joining, on going use of the B£ was explained as a result of the fact that users
already used independent shops. This was particularly underlined by one respondent – who was
the most zealous user of the B£ amongst our cohort. She had been to New Zealand and noted how
there the supermarkets were more expensive and so she and her partner had started to shop in local
markets. They had had in other words to change their approach to shopping for financial reasons,
and they continued with this pattern when they returned to the UK:
We used to always go to the supermarkets because you know it was a convenience thing. Whereas
over there (New Zealand) we would have to go to farmers market on Saturday or on a Sunday
because that’s where the cheapest vegetables were, the freshest as well, so that’s what I suppose
changed…. We came back to England with that “Let’s have a look and see how much we can get our
vegetables at the Green Grocers”, and make the effort of planning and go to the green grocers and
stuff. I307
Additionally to the familiarity of using independent shops, those who were spending also found it
convenient to use these shops and businesses because they lived near to areas where there were
many B£ accepting businesses. Where there was easier access to cash points there were more
options for getting cash and being able to use it for small transactions or where Txt2Pay was not
available.
What is also evident is that those people who were actively spending B£ had the financial security to
be able to commit to spending B£. Using Txt2Pay means having to transfer money into the account
and those respondents who were spending were usually doing this through a monthly direct debit
which moved money from their ordinary bank account into their BCU account and then onto their B£
account. This was recognised as a way of ensuring that funds from the monthly budget were
committed to supporting the local economy and hence served as a means to direct their spending
towards it but this option was only possible for those who could afford to commit funds to this
spending.
The uses of these funds seemed to fall into two broad categories: either they were seen as a means
of having a small pot of funds which could be used for treats or they were used more systematically
on the main shopping on groceries, eating out in cafes and restaurants or other leisure activities.
It's commitment to investing in your community … so I feel that by doing direct debit and having
Bristol pounds, I'm constraining myself at a very small way to spending that money in Bristol, in the
local area, I understand that is the point of it ….So personally, what I use my Bristol Pounds for, is for
buying nice things for myself...So you know, it's kind of treat money. … Which in a way is kind of
personally nice regardless of it being a, er, Bristol Pounds. I kind of like the way you’re, kind of, saving
a bit of money for treats. …You know, it’s mad money, fun money. So you know, if we go out, I might
pay for meal or drinks or things, or there's, you know shops on North Street … as I said it's treat
money. It doesn't happen all that often but it’s just an extra nice thing. I201
An additional motivation mentioned by some respondents was the financial benefit gleaned from
incentives offered at the beginning of the project. These were as high as 5% added to the funds
paid into the account at the beginning and in another instance 10% was given at one work-based
cash point.
“So with my accounting hat on I suddenly said, like thought well obviously we already shop there so
it'll be nice to use the Bristol Pounds because I love the whole concept, but in addition they were
offering a 5% on every credit, so, you know, that was suddenly ... 5% goes a little bit further each
month, so for us it was an immediately sort of let's just do that." (I306)
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"We had quite a lot in both our accounts because we liked the 5% offer so we thought, you know,
we’ll just go in for it. We believed in it." (I307)
Txt2Pay vs cash
More specifically it was interesting to note the preferences for spending using text2pay over cash.
Clearly the wider context in which using technology, and the mobile phone to pay was increasingly a
norm and this extended even to small amounts. A second context for this was that not all small
independent shops accept electronic card payments. One respondent gave this as a very specific
reason for starting to use the B£, as he used a specific café that did not take payment cards and was
so used to paying by card that having a non-cash option to use in this café was very appealing to him.
In these contexts very few of the respondents used any cash B£ at all but almost entirely used T2P
because they found it convenient and thought that carrying multiple currencies around was an effort.
But more specifically they understood the importance of directing their spending into the local
economy and therefore did not see the point of changing sterling cash for B£ cash on a day to day
basis as it not only involved an extra effort which detracted from the process but also did not have
the effect of committing their spending in the same way. For them directly transferring over money
into the B£ account was an act through which they disciplined themselves to spend those funds in a
way that supported their values.
The B£ notes were much appreciated for their design and the local involvement in developing them
which was also seen as confirming Bristol’s sense of character, identity and alternativeness. But few
used it, those who kept both cash and Txt2Pay tended to use cash for smaller transactions (eg less
than £5) believing that it was a hassle for shops to receive Txt2Pay for them. One respondent had
used cash on the bus and reported the extremely divergent responses she received: while some
drivers were supportive and also found it fun, others grumbled and complained, and in one case it
was specifically and negatively associated with the former Mayor.

4.2.2 Not spending B£
We now turn to the reasoning given by those who had signed up but not used the B£ for the last year
at least (5). It is worth noting that some had never actually used it at all.
The first set of reasons for this was to do with technical difficulties. Respondents had problems
getting their B£ account set up and had not fully understood how to use it. For some of these people
the system had never worked smoothly and this was a major deterrent. The ability to set up a regular
transfer and not have to go through the process each time was not adequately understood, for
example.
The strong values and beliefs presented above for using B£ were at the same time potential reasons
for not feeling so strongly attached to it. One respondent put rather clearly her ambivalence about
thes alternative image of Bristol and its connection to the B£. This is important because it
demonstrates the boundaries of the sense of identification with the B£ and its alternativeness.
R: Bristol’s really big about encouraging the small people and supporting them alongside or over the
big players...but it’s definitely a huge Bristol thing. I mean there were riots in the street with police
and fire bombs when there was a Tesco, a new Tesco put in to Gloucester road. I mean it’s mental.
Bristol’s just quite a hippy city isn’t it I think? I can’t think of any specifics.
I: So that appeals to you does it?
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R: I am proud of it. …. I don’t necessarily think I am a hundred percent one of them. (I104)
A further factor which contrasts with the above cases is that these users were not part of social
networks of people who were actively using it. They did not therefore have people supporting their
use of B£. As one new mother explained, other new mums with whom she met weekly did not
appear to use the B£. This meant the currency did not factor in the choice of café they made for their
regularly get together. Cafés were determined instead by their common need for baby-friendly
characteristics.
A number of people - including those who were in fact using B£ – commented on the lack of ongoing
promotion of the B£ and how this meant that, in the words of one respondent, “it is not at the
forefront of my mind” (I101). Respondents recognised that they needed to be continually reminded
in order to remember to use B£ or take more effort in searching out opportunities to do so.
Another factor in not using B£ was that commiting funds by moving them into a B£ account was just
not financially feasible for some. One woman who was very much in sympathy with the values
underpinning B£ and what it represented, found herself in a financial situation which simply did not
allow her the flexibility to put funds somewhere that she could not use them. Her and her partner’s
income flows were small and variable such that she was often buying food on a day-to-day basis. In
this situation, she argued that not only could she not commit these funds to a more limited set of
uses but that under these conditions of financial hardship, she felt that she lacked the psychological
space to figure out how in fact it could perhaps be used.5 She also directly linked this to having a
particular social place, by which she meant a level of financial and economic security and stability.
“I think that's been difficult for us is that because I tend to get paid weekly,…., the money that we
have for food is kind of on a weekly basis and I won't know how much money we're going to have
spare next week or the week after, so everything's done day to day, you know, how much money have
we got for food? Okay we'll go and spend £20 or something. So I was finding it difficult to think
about putting £50 or £100 in my Bristol Pound account because I just couldn't, ….just having the
money tied up without spending it isn't an option at the moment. ...the reality of, you know, what you
need to do and where your money needs to be." ... "For my main bank account all of our bills go out of
that, everything's on direct debit, so I can't just transfer a load of money into another bank account
even though it still belongs to me, it has to be in there in case some of my bills fluctuate. ….there's a
certain sort of level or social place you need to be to really have the headspace and the time to do
these things, to organise. And it's a bit like that maybe with the Bristol Pound as well, it's just ... it's
almost the same thing. (I103)
For another respondent a more stretched financial situation combined with the difficulty of finding
ways to spend the funds that were appropriate, provoked concern about the risks of losing the
money committed. This illustrates how in circumstances where money is tight, the Txt2Pay system6
creates a barrier because it involves committing funds into the B£, and where someone is not so
strongly identified with it then trust may become an issue and the reasons for not using it become
stronger.
I think I still, there’s an underlying sense of risk in terms of like if I put a £50 into the Bristol Pound
account like £50 is really valuable to me so is it kind of a risk and can I spend that £50 then on cups of
5

This has recently been argued by behavioural economists to be a cost of poverty, ie that poor people do not
have the mental space to do things differently. See Mullainathan S. and E. Shafir (2014) Scarcity. London:
Penguin.
6
B£ held at the Bristol Credit Union are covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme. Those held in
paper notes can be redeemed should the scheme close for Sterling within 3 months of the closure.
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coffee? I feel like I’m committing by putting more money into it … I’d be committing to making those
small purchases and putting like what is quite a significant chunk to me like being especially on
maternity pay at the moment … I think I’m a bit wary about it and wary about how permanent it is.
I101
Alongside these concerns were those of convenience, of having enough businesses easily available in
which to use B£, and the cost of shopping at independent shops. Shopping in supermarkets was
understood to be cheaper and some respondents recognised that it was difficult to shift to
independent stores for this reason. One respondent explained how her partner was extremely cost
conscious so she would really struggle to change their shopping habits and explain to him what the
benefits of using the B£ would be.
But I think it’s about changing the buying habits, I don’t quite think that the benefits of using Bristol
Pounds outweigh the benefits of cost savings. I104

4.2.3 Increased spending in independent businesses
The discussion also sought to establish whether respondents thought that they were now spending
more in independent businesses as a result of using the B£ than they otherwise would have –
whether as additional spending or as a shift from chain stores and supermarkets. Eight out of fifteen
reckoned that they now spent more in independent shops than they would otherwise have done.
People spent more in independent shops than they would otherwise because they chose B£
businesses over others when faced with limited information. The adoption of the B£ identified
businesses with the values system that the user felt that they had committed funds to in using the
B£. For one respondent, this simply involved making decisions at the margin to walk a little further
beyond the local supermarket when groceries were needed. On the other hand, some used the B£
more actively and purposefully as a means of adding value to their shopping experience. Indeed, one
respondent used B£ as a way of exploring the city: she and her partner would use the B£ map to go
to new parts of the city and find the kinds of shops and cafes that reflected their values.
I sort of get like a, sort of feeling like, oh they’re a nice place, if I see they have Bristol Pounds. (I203)
If I happen to pass a shop, for example and I suddenly notice that they were starting to take Bristol
pounds, I might take a second look at it and think is there anything here that I want to… so it’s not
without influence on my decisions about where I go buy things, you know, equally I’m not going to not
buy something from a shop that doesn’t take Bristol Pounds, or not come to a nice coffee shop just
because it doesn’t take Bristol pounds. (I302)
I’m more encouraged to shop at places that take the Bristol Pound in that they give you- they do give
me that feeling of being a community-orientated- they’re putting an effort into supporting the
community more. (I305)
However, it was interesting that for a number of respondents, doing this was in part a by-product of
the mechanism of committing funds to the B£ which was discussed above. Respondents discussed
how the balance on their B£ account would offer a source of funds at the end of a tight month
financially. Or alternatively the funds could build up over time as a result of the monthly transfer and
this meant that they would then need to find a place to spend them. This build up would give an
opportunity to splash out on a larger expenditure that they would not otherwise have made. In this
way, it also helps manage spending - especially on treats or more extravagant expenditure for those
who are operating to a budget.
As I say I only have the account on my phone… I have a direct debit straight after my pay day which is
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handy, if it’s been a tight month I’ll then look at my little Bristol Pound account and see well which
pubs can I go to which restaurants can I go to, or we’ll see the sign in the restaurant and then and
then use my Bristol pounds, so it is like my fun money it is like my pocket money a bit. ...even though
I’d support independent businesses with like normal currency I do still actively seek out, as I say if it’s
been a tight month I be like “ooh what have I got left in my Bristol Pound account?” or like sometimes
it adds up and I haven’t really touched it and then I will go for like a really, really like a nice lavish
meal and treat someone or like yeah, so yeah it’s like a treat. (I303)
So if I go somewhere, and it’s often nice places like Better Food or something, which is quite, like a
luxury nice place. And I’ll be like, oh I probably shouldn’t spend a fortune here, but then I think, oh I’ve
got the money from Bristol Pounds in my account, so then I pay with that and …it’s like a little
monthly sort of treat. And then I don’t feel as bad because it’s come from money I’ve got set aside for
that. ... Yes. It’s like, if I went to say Better Food, which is like, you know the organic supermarket, and
I forgot my phone, then I’d be like, oh I probably shouldn’t really get very much. I’d feel maybe a bit
guilty. Not guilty, but like, you know it’s so nice I could literally buy everything in there. But then if I
went and I had my phone, and I knew that I had, like my balance on my Bristol Pound account, then
I’d be like, oh that’s fine. It’s not, it’s almost like it’s, like, not free but it’s like, set aside.(I203)
This last account highlights how for a couple of respondents setting the B£ funds aside for treats had
the effect of making those treats more special. B£ therefore added value to these kinds of events
and activities.
Some also commented on how turning the money into another currency had a psychological impact
on the way they thought about those funds.
When you have your Bristol pounds, I tend not to, and I think other people do to, you tend not to
value them the same way that you value another pound, a pound sterling, I think of it as kind of free
money, … which is probably slightly dangerous but that’s quite well understood in psychology, in that
you’ve already spent it kind of thing, so it’s free money which you’ve moved it into another account
(I304)
I suppose there is that degree of when you’re… spending foreign currency… there is always that slight
feeling that it’s not real money, to some extent … suddenly you can find yourself spending more than
you might do if it were in sterling, even though it’s exactly the same rate….I’m not a big fan of money,
generally. I mean, I don't have much time for it…I don't see Bristol Pound as being quite- of quite such
value as sterling. .. I don't know if that’s quite the right phrase but it’s possible I’m a little bit more,
you know, loose and fast with Bristol Pounds than I would be with sterling. (I305).

4.3

Changes to Spending

We now explore the dynamics of changing spending patterns. Only 3 of the 15 talked about having
increased their B£ spending over their original commitment and these were all high users and we
contrast these to the accounts of those who had not changed their spending since their original
setting up of their transfer into Txt2Pay.
Those who increased their B£ spending had found more ways to spend it, including on council tax as
well as an increasing range of shops. Another had increased spending because she used the B£ map
as a way to explore the city.
In these contexts, the reasoning (mechanisms) they reported were first that they wanted to further
support the values and ideology behind the B£. They recognised that this would further support the
local economy and its resilience.
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But the other aspect of it is just obviously the more you convert into Bristol Pounds, the more there is
circulating and the more that money stays in the local economy and I just really like that fact that ... I
think I’m not suggesting that I’d never want to deal with anything else, because it's about balance,
but I think having a strong local economy, which I think the Bristol Pound is important ... is, just makes
you more resilient to those bigger shops and the wider economy. That's my theory anyway… (I306)
Convenience was an important feature in accounts of B£ use by increasing spenders.
One way of increasing spend was by paying council tax. Two respondents had done this. So they
were either happy to have this opportunity to increase their use, or pleased that the council had also
made this commitment to the local economy. For one respondent this had caused a huge amount of
hassle and a lot of problems as the council had lost their payment - two years running the set up was
not straightforward and the respondent received “angry letters” (I303) from the Council – he was
hopeful that in this, his third year of trying, it was now sorted!
Contrasting these experiences with those who did not increase their spending. Table 3 also shows
the CMO for not increasing spending.
People did not increase their B£ spending because of the difficulties they had experienced at other
points in the process of using the online systems recognising that this would create hassle and
potential difficulties for themselves.
Council tax …. that would massively up the Bristol pound spend and that’s what I should do, I know I
should do, but it involves some organisational pain for me to do it. (I304)
I don't want to create too much hassle for myself." (I305)
In the context of busy lives, respondent recognised that there was a lot of inertia to change one’s
habits, and that getting around to setting up paying Council Tax was one of those things it was hard
to get around to doing.
In busy lives with lots of things going on, we can all make lots of excuses but inertia is the status quo,
you know we have to be nudged, you know maybe it’s as if you change this we’ll give you Bristol
pounds. (I304)
If key shops do not accept B£ it creates an additional barrier –one respondent indicated that his wife
shops in a very good local greengrocers two to three times a week, but noted that they do not take
the B£.
Additionally and following on from the above discussion of the way in which funds have to be
committed into the B£, allocating larger amounts starts to require new ways of organising one’s
finances as well as shopping. If larger amounts are committed then the inconvenience of having to
organise shopping in accordance with that commitment becomes greater and one stop shopping is
not possible.
It's probably partially the inconvenience of having… two accounts systems. If I've got one debit card I
can go into any shop and buy whatever I want from a cup of coffee to 100 quid’s worth of groceries
having to separate that out and having to particularly consciously put some money into a separate
account that I then spend separately only in shops that will take it and that sort of thing it's just that
sort of level of inconvenience …there's things, not that there’s always going to be shops that are
available that I can buy everything in but the couple of shops that I do use it in- one of them
particularly doesn't sell alcohol so I go somewhere else to buy that and it's just it's not a not as easy a
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sort of a One Stop Shop kind of ability to use the currency. (I202)
I think, I don’t know, it’s almost like, if I could pay with everything in Bristol Pounds then I would, but
it’s like having two different, I have just like a really small wallet and I’d just, be like a pain having to
have both and then you’d end up losing it quickly don’t you, because you like spend it and then don’t
get it back in. (I203)
A further reason for not spending more B£ was that domestic and financial set ups were such that
people were unable to spend more without their partner’s engagement with the B£ too. This was
not necessarily perceived to be a problem as the case of the greengrocers above indicates. However,
in the case where partners share an account for a range of expenditure then committing additional
funds – beyond treat money– requires both to make the commitment both of funds and to the
change in shopping habits. In one case where the woman was the main income earner and did do
some of her grocery shopping with B£, she reported that it had taken them 6-12 months to set up an
account for her partner so that the monthly allocation could be split between the two accounts and
he could do the shopping when she was not able to.

4.4

Conclusions on Contexts, Mechanisms and Outcomes

The above analysis suggests a number of mechanisms that are at work across the stages of the
impact pathway from joining, through spending (or not), and increasing spending (or not). Indeed,
the negative instances give insights which contrast with the positive to put the latter into clearer
perspective.
First, the analysis makes clear that Bristol and its character provide a very specific context for the
adoption of the B£. This is an important point because it means that this type of intervention would
not necessarily have as strong a take up elsewhere. An alternative and creative culture along with a
vibrant independent business sector played into the adoption of B£. The financial crisis and the
subsequent debate over the nature of money and the corporate economy also provide specific
backdrops to the B£’s emergence. Additionally, the rise of electronic payments technology made
Txt2Pay more easy to adopt. Other aspects of context were more specific to groups of individuals
and link more directly to the mechanisms. In the following section, we create a typology of users
which helps to capture the way these more individualised contexts function.
First, we summarise the mechanisms operating across the impact pathway by consolidating them
into the following areas:
1. Identity, image and values: the analysis has shown how these aspects of respondents reasoning
were strongly inter-twined. The idea of having a local currency was seen as an expression of
Bristol’s independent identity and alternative character. The currency operated as a way to value
that alternative culture and small and independent businesses, instead of the mainstream
corporate and globalized economy. Respondents’ analysis positioned the B£ as promoting a local
and circular economy offering an alternative model which is more sustainable, ethical and
resilient. This alternativeness also meant that its image could be viewed as “quirky” and fun
relative to the mainstream.
The strength of these factors, at the same time presents boundaries to its appeal. Those who do
not so strongly identify with Bristol’s character or these alternative values may be turned off by
them because they appear too radical and different.
2. Social networks: networks were clearly a reason why people joined, having been encouraged by
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peers, friends, neighbours and colleagues to adopt the B£. Networks also encourage people to
keep using the currency. This latter aspect was not very strong but was commented on by those
who were not so active. Not seeing friends or peers use it a reason they might not be reminded to
use it and a reason they were less likely to prioritise places that used it. More broadly, the high
users were clearly much more embedded in the nexus of environmentally related activities in
Bristol meaning that alternative behaviours were continuously being reinforced through contacts
and relationships.
3. Shopping habits and convenience: for those with the habit of using independent shops (ie who
have already internalised their values for a local economy into this behaviour) the shift to B£ was
much easier as they already understood what they could buy and how the B£ could be used.
Shifting into the B£ therefore fitted with their pre-existing preferences which already supported
their values. High users tended to be those who were also spending on groceries. While treats
and expenditure in cafes and restaurants are areas of expenditure that are easier to conceptualise
how to change, this also presents limits to the amounts that are to be spent.
The evidence
demonstrates that shifting to grocery shopping requires a different mind-set which moves away
from a concern with cost and one-stop shopping in supermarkets, to needing the habit of making
the time and effort to shop much more specifically. It therefore also requires that an adequate
array of shops are easily accessible and also that they offer affordable prices. These are barriers
for the cost conscious
4. Financial management and security: the B£ - and Txt2Pay in particular - is understood by these
users as being a means of locking funds into the local economy. At the same time, it limits the
range of uses for those locked in funds and hence presented barriers for the less financially secure
who are unable to commit such funds or who feel that their commitment is at a level that is
manageable but would present challenges if they were to increase it. Additionally, for those
operating their household budgets with partners, extending use beyond treats which may be
managed individually, requires getting the agreement of their partner. Interestingly, locking the
funds into the B£ also acted to change their nature, as they then became funds that were
targeted for spending and this made it easier to part with them because they no longer had other
uses.
5. Technology: it is clear that for some the Txt2Pay technology was easy to use, while for others it
was a major hurdle to use of the B£. While one respondent was primarily motivated by the
opportunity to use Txt2Pay itself, the majority were not, although some did enjoy its convenience
once set up. In some cases, users experienced quite serious hassle and difficulty (eg. a repeating
payment loop that drained the account; two years of angry letters regarding non-payment of
Council Tax). And, while in these particular cases respondents were untroubled, such experiences
can significantly dent trust as well as drain enthusiasm for using the system. Clearly for those who
continued, strong value identification helped overcome this while for others it contributed to
their non-use.

4.5

Typology of users

In this section, we use the analysis above to create a typology of users for whom the mechanisms
operated to different degrees to produce different levels of engagement with the B£. Given the
centrality of values to this analysis we typologise in relation to the strength of this motivation into
three groups: the ideologically committed; the ideologically motivated and casual users.
First, the ideologically committed tend to be high users because they:
•

strongly identify with alternative culture and values of supporting a sustainable, ethical and
resilient local economy
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•

are well networked with environmentally aware and active people and organisations

•

have already adopted habits of shopping in independent shops and live near to areas where
there is a wide variety of these which have also adopted the B£.

•

have sufficient financial security to commit funds to these uses without fear that the funds
will be needed for other purposes

•

are willing and able to devote energy to overcoming technological difficulties they face in
pursuit of their values.

A key point with the ideologically committed is that they have sufficient energy and enthusiasm to
overcome the difficulties that may be entailed in using B£. The most compelling example of this
latter point was the respondent who persisted with getting the payment of his council tax sorted out
over a period of three years.
Second are the ideologically motivated who are willing users - or would be willing users if
circumstances allowed them – this includes some of those who are currently non-users who felt
frustrated or unable due to their circumstances to engage with it more:
•

they identify with the alternative values and image and derive satisfaction from supporting
them.

•

are less well networked and embedded into alternative networks which support their
alternative choices.

•

have some interest in using independent shops but this may be more for treats to which the
experience of spending the B£ adds value.

•

They may do their shopping primarily in independent businesses but find access to ones
which accept the B£ more difficult.

•

are less financially secure, and would find it more challenging to commit more funds. In
particular, shifting grocery shopping encounters issues of cost and convenience as well as
financial constraints.

•

may have experienced some difficulty in using the technology which have presented a
deterrent to greater use.

Finding ways to address the constraints that are not value based therefore offer a means of
increasing use for those already involved.
At this point we can note the distribution of high, low and non-users across the city through the map
in Figure 6. The map indicates the districts in which the users lived rather than their precise
residence. It shows how six of our seven high users (the seventh did not have a permanent
residence) were located in the areas close to Whiteladies Road and the Gloucester Road which have
a lot of B£ businesses. The low users were nearer to these than the non-users who were located to
the south and east where the density of B£ outlets is much more limited and supports their claims
that they were more limited in their opportunities to use it.
The final group is one in which the factors above were more varied and problematic – we call them
casual users. Primarily, these are people for whom the values dimensions are far less central and
who may be more ambivalent about the identity connected to the B£. Members of this group may
also share reasons that were not so centrally connected to their values (peer pressure; financial
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incentives; interest in the technology). These people are less likely to increase their spending as a
result of endeavours to address the issues indicated above.
Figure 6: Map showing the location of Bristol pound outlets and the areas in which respondents
were located

Note: Green denotes high users; orange - low users; and red non-users. The blue line follows the
river, while the red line denotes the M32 leading into the city centre, green lines denote independent
high streets.

5

Conclusions

The paper started by identifying an apparent contradiction at the heart of the new wave of LC
schemes: their focus on potential impact to the local economy and environment in terms of
sustainability while user motivations appear to focus on social and ideological dimensions. Given the
scale of the BP to date we asked whether it has successfully produced a combination of social and
ideological dynamics which are in fact propelling its use to scale in a way that may enable the
economic impact to become evident. We have used realist evaluation to explore the pathways of
adoption and use in terms of the mechanisms that lead to adoption and the contexts in which these
occur.
The first finding is the rather small level of active use relative to the total number of registered users.
Analysis of users reasoning demonstrates that there is a very specific context to the mechanisms in
use: Bristol has some very specific characteristics that offer a favourable context for the intervention.
The central dynamic in the story is ideology: people value a more local and circular economy which is
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deemed to be sustainable, ethical and resilient, in the face of corporate capitalism and rampant
globalisation. These values strongly converge with the identity of Bristol and its alternative character.
They are supported by social networks - especially for joining, but also to an extent for use, as use is
supported where others in the social network are also users.
At the same time, we find that respondents use it in ways that fit with their shopping habits, and that
changing these is not straightforward, so that it is hard for people to increase their use. Although
some respondents have done this - with one becoming an extremely zealous user to the extent that
she prioritised its use in all of her leisure activities – this signals the unusualness of her case. Further,
we find that financial management and financial security affect the ability of users to lock funds into
the B£ as this reduces the flexibility of their budgeting. While on the one hand spending in this form
has a “feel good” factor and adding value to the experience of spending, on the other, it perhaps
contradictorily creates “free money” because these funds have already been allocated for spending
and there are hence fewer constraints to spending them. Finally, the technology of online
management and Txt2Pay creates barriers to use when it creates difficulties and additional hurdles
to new use as changing direct debits or making arrangements to pay council tax is not seen as
straightforward.
The analysis suggests that the B£ is in fact caught in the same bind identified at the outset: the
values, image and identity of the B£ as being alternative in the context of Bristol’s alternative image,
along with the social networks that identify with these values, presents a nexus of potential users for
the B£ while at the same time creating a boundary to that use constraining the currency to a niche of
ideologically committed and motivated users. As some users indicated – the B£ would not have the
same identity if it was accepted by supermarkets. While for those less oriented to independent
shops and constrained in committing funds to it, its greater acceptability would make it more usable.
Economic motivations for joining were evident for a few less well-off users who benefited from
discounts or bonuses during its early promotion phase and were not so ideologically motivated or
identified with social networks of users. But in the main there are no tangible economic benefits
which sustain its use, and those on lower incomes found issues of financial security and their
shopping habits - especially where linked to price – constraints to expanding use.
This analysis has therefore highlighted that the B£ despite its larger scale appears also to be captive
to the same dynamics of adoption as other LC schemes. Even for these values motivated users the
constraints of habit and income also operate as barriers to expanding use. These are critical
constraints to growth which must be addressed if LCs are to reach scale and the economic impact to
which they aspire and escape this bind.
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